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During the exam, you may reference printouts of any source code you have written (HTML,
CSS, Javascript, SQL, PHP, Laravel). Write your name on this exam sheet and write your
answers on the answer sheets provided.

1. (2 pts) Name one benefit of using Ajax.

2. The following questions pertain to web frameworks.

(a) (2 pts) Name two frameworks.

(b) (4 pts) Name two benefits of using a framework.

(c) (4 pts) What does MVC stand for and how is it relevant to frameworks?

3. (4 pts) Construct a PHP code segment that, when executed, will cause the web server
to send email to tsergeant@hsutx.edu with a subject line of “About the Final Exam”.
The email should state what grade you like to receive on your final exam . . . in Wellness
for Life.

4. Suppose you have joined a Robin Hood band of ethical hackers and you have been
asked to launch a CSRF attack against an Evil Entity:

(a) (6 pts) List specific steps you would undertake to launch an attack.

(b) (2 pts) If you attack succeeds without discovery give an example of harm you
could do to the Evil Entity.

5. (4 pts) Name a reason you might want to create an API for an existing web application.

6. (4 pts) What advice would you give up-and-coming Web 2 students about using a
version control system (e.g., git) in a group environment?

7. Suppose you have been asked to join a project dedicated to creating a “Nerd Card”
web application that tracks the nerdy achievements of individuals. (It is basically a
specialized badge system).

The Database
Assume the Laravel config/database.php file has been provided credentials to con-
nect to a PostgreSQL database having the following structure:

CREATE TABLE nerds (

nerd_id SERIAL,

code_name VARCHAR(120) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

email VARCHAR(120) NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (nerd_id)

);
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CREATE TABLE achievements (

achievement_id INTEGER,

description VARCHAR(1000) NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (achievement_id)

);

-- This table lists which nerds have which achievements

CREATE TABLE nerd_achievements (

achievement_id INTEGER,

nerd_id INTEGER,

PRIMARY KEY (achievement_id,nerd_id)

);

NOTE: A query that will produce a list of all nerds in the database is: SELECT * FROM

NERDS.

NOTE: A query that will produce a list of all achievements for a nerd whose nerd
code is “The Smasher” is: SELECT * FROM nerds JOIN nerd achievements USING

(nerd id) JOIN achievements USING(achievement id) WHERE code name=’The Smasher’

Organizing Your Work
Since this question is in the context of Laravel, you should organize your answers by
having a one answer sheet for the routes file, one for the controller code, and another
sheet for the view code. Also, any Javascript code should be stored in an external file
named nerddetail.js that is loaded via the template (described below).

NOTE: Don’t spend a lot of time trying to make the pages look pretty . . . just make
them do what they are supposed to do. (So no CSS).

NOTE: You don’t need to show the constructors, or headers for your controller(s)
constructors. Just write the functions that would go inside of them.

Context
Suppose your already have a template that provides a complete header and footer
including code to load jQuery and the opening and closing body tags. Assume the tem-
plate is found at: resources/views/template.blade.php and contains @yield(’content’)
where the body of the page should go.

Organizing Your Work
Since this question is in the context of Codeigniter, you should organize your answers
by having a one answer sheet for the controller code, another sheet for the model code,
and another sheet for each view. Any required javascript code will also be on a separate
sheet.

NOTE: Don’t spend a lot of time trying to make the pages look pretty . . . just make
them do what they are supposed to do.

NOTE: You don’t need to show the constructors or headers for models or controllers.
Just write the functions that would go inside of them.
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Your Mission (Should You Choose to Accept It . . . ) (40 pts)
Your job is to create a Nerd Detail Page that will be accessed by visiting baseurl/nerddetail.
The nerd detail page should produce a list of all nerds (showing only their code name)
with each code name appearing in a clickable div. If the user clicks on one of the
code names then, without leaving the page, a list of that nerds achievements should
be displayed in a separate div with one achievement per line. The user should be able
to continue clicking on names and the results of the most recently selected nerd should
replace to the previous results. This functionality should use Ajax.

8. Answer these questions regarding your solution to problem 7.

(a) (8 pts) At the top of each sheet on which you wrote your solution, (routes, con-
troller(s), view(s), Javascript source code) write the path in the Laravel environ-
ment of the file represented by that page.

(b) (6 pts) Suppose you finished implementing your changes and that all of the files
you worked on were newly created by you. Show the series of Linux and git
commands you would use to properly annotate your revision and to merge it with
the group code. NOTE: since your work involved new files you don’t have to
worry about merge conflicts.

(c) (2 pts) Is any of the code you wrote susceptible to a SQL injection attack? Ex-
plain.

(d) (2 pts) Is any of the code you wrote susceptible to a CSRF attack? Explain.

(e) (2 pts) Is any of the code you wrote susceptible to a XSS attack? Explain.
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